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Preface

Today's needs for better health-care delivery demand improved mmunications
techniques for support of education, research, and Service in the hea h sciences. This

need has resulted in a greatly increased use of visual media because of their proven

effectivenesS and efficiency for transmitting information. As a result, many health science

institutions are finding it necessary to develop communication departments or to expand

existing services.

This publication is designed to aid in establishing an effective medical and graphic arts

unit as a comporient of a comprehensive communications department. An art unit no
longer can serve the programs of an institution by producing occasional charts, graphs,

and medical illustrations for publication. The availability, of new media and improved
educational technology has created a need for a wide range of production capabilities.

In the chapters which follow, two major recommendations evolve as the keys to
establishing successful art units. First, a health sciences institution should acquire only
well-qualified personnel for the comrnunications.department, and then rely on their
judgement in developing the service. Secondly, the unit staff should tailor its capabilities

to provide maximum support for all programs of the institution.

The information contained in these pages has been developed from the combined
experience of many people to whom I am indebted. Special gratitude is owed to Michael

E. DeBakey, M.D., president of Baylor College of Medicine, for his strong support of
communications at Baylor and his personal example of dedication to professional
excellence, Over the past eight years, members of the Baylor College of Medicine medical

and graphic arts unit have devoted efforts beyond the call of duty to the development
and refinement of many of the capabilities described. Valuable editorial advice was given

by associate departmental director, R.D. MacIntyre; art unit head, Barry Baker;
photography unit head, Rdbert Beaubien; and art unit members, Jan Redden, Tom Sims,

Richard Hall, and But Stanger. Manuscript preparation would have been impossible

without the patient support of Sally Mahan, Ginger Allen, and Gee Lindblom.

Thirty-nine directors of biomedical communications departments responded to a

questionnaire and furnished valuable background information. A preliminary outline was

reviewed and constructively criticized .by a number of directors of corrimunication

departments, heads of art units, and members of the Professional Guidelines Committee

of the Association of Medical Illustrators. Ruth Wakerlein of the University of Missouri
and `Martin Finch of the University of Minnesota deserve special mention for their
contributions. Charles N. Farmer, Jr., and members of his Audiovistpl Systems and
Application Branch of the National Medical Audiovisual Center must E recognized for

conceiving and completing this project.
4
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HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND

The value of art as a communications medium has been recognized since earliest

medical history. Ancient. Egyptian art portrayed disease processes and medicine as it was
then practiced. During the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vincrs.anatomic drawings were an
important contribution to early knowledge of anatomy. Andreas Vesalius' medical A
volume De Humani Corporis Fabrica is perhaps most famous for its ustrations.

Early in this century, the need for a program to produce illustrat. S trained in both art'
4

and the health -scences was evident. In 1910, Max Brodel (1870-1941) established the.

first teaching program in medical illustration, by the formation of the Department of Art"
as Applied to Medicine at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine. Students entered
this new department already well-grounded in art and the basic biological sciences.,They

spent months in the anatomy laboratory, the autopsy room, and at the operating taijle to

acquire 'the additional scientific background needed for .medical illustration, They
developed suitable drawing techniques'and acquired the scientific approach and attitude.

,A second outstanding school of medical illustration was established in 1921 at the
University of Illinois School of MediCine by Tom Jones (1885 - 1961). These. training
programs, with Brodpl's and James' abilities and philosophies, provided the'basis for
today's field of medical illustration. Further research and development by dfirst and

second -generation students of these men have evolved a i
profession responOve to the

needs of education in the health sciences. .1
Graphic illustrators and designers have assumed an important role in heAlth sciences

communications, often without benefit of formal educational programs equivalent to
those available for the medical. illustrator. Artists with varyingamounts of art education

and ability adapted their techniques. to health sciences subject matter largely through

on-the-job experience. Historically, these illustrators and designers have provided a large

portion of the total output of medic* and graphic farts units in schools of the health

Sc iences.

CONAEMPORARY PRACTICE

Today most health science institutions have medical and graphic arts units to support

education at all levels, Undergraduate programs usually require illustrations for

publication and visuals for classroom an If-instructional materials. ( see Figure )

Specialty training and continuing educatio add the need for ,exhibit and brochure

1



Figure /.

production.
The capabilities required for the support of education generally enable the art unit to

support research and patient care as well. Research concepts may he visualized, progress
documented, and final results trated. Visual support can aid in-service training,
patient education, and the rep ng or clinical experience. Internal institutional
communications, public informal on, and .pUblic relations usually require additional
illustrating skills.,

...'

PHILOSOPHY OF SERVICE: A TEAM APPROACH

Effective illustration for visual media requires a team approach.. The instructor or
author provides the-scientific content and insight into the objectives of the presentation.
The instructional designer aids selecting the medium mostAppr.opriate for the scientific
content and educational objectives of the product, and in designing the instructional
package. The media specialist (e.g., illustrator, photographer. etc.) is responsible for the
various aspects of production which provide for effective communication. In practice, the
media specialist often assumes the_role of the instructional designer and works directly
with the client to develOp teaching materials.

It is important for the various media specialists within the cot unications department
to work as a cohesive team in order to provide productions of the highest possible.
quality. The illustrator must rely on the skills of a photographer, cinematographer, printer.
Or television director to transform his efforts into an effective end product. He must
understand the technical considerations involved in arriving at the final product. and gear

7



Figure 2. and this diagram cleirly explains the principles underlying this very
important concept. Nexfslide please..."

his illustrations accordingly. Only through close cooperation among the media special-
ists can effective .materials be produced.

Members of the medical and graphic arts unit should iay an important role in the
production of visual teaching media beyond simply transforming a client's rough idea into
a finished drawing. (see Figure 2) If properly qualified, an artist can provide valuable
input into the conception of instructional materials. He can help an instructor in the
selection of medium and aid in the design of the total teaching package.

It is imperative for the members of the unit to recognize the importance of their part
in the programs of their institution and to develop capabilities Which serve the needs of
these programs. The administration of the institution can best support the unit by
providing positions for staff at salary levels which attract and keep top talent. An
adequate number of qualified staff is necessary to meet the deadline situations which
arise in a health science institution. Understaffing and low salaries are false economies if
the art unit is riot capable of producing effective visuals to support important programs.

8
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ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE

A central communications department, independent of individual, academic depart-

ments, is important if an institution is to receive full benefit from its communications

program. The service must be equally responsive to all needs of the institution and
therefore should occupy an administrative position answering only to an appropriate

high-ranking officer of the institution.
The ability of a central communications department to directly administer, supervise,

and provide broad-based financial support for illustration personnel generally offers many

advantages over the all too common practice of employing independent, artists within

separate academic departments. Space and equipment are more fully utilized and
expenses are ared more equitably by all users of a central service. In the rare instances

where speci zed work of sufficient volume justifies an artist within an academic

department ose cooperation with the central communications department will forestall

unnecessary duplication of equipment and services.
The creative nature and technical qualifications of the personnel must be taken into

consideration when formulating the organizational structure of a communications
department. Barriers preventing direct communication between the illustrator and his

client or with fellow workers must be avoided. Few professions require the combination

of independent work and close cooperation with others that is necessary in media

production. An organizational structure loose enough to provide for individual creative

effort and tight enough to pt&vide cohesion of the total program is required. Individual

aptitudes for administration and supervision must be governing factors. Flexibility to
change thestructure as a department grows or charge in scope must exist.

As a rule, persons involved in the production of visual media function best if they are

responsible to supervisors who thoroughly understand.their work. In most instances, an

artist is far better qualified to supervise and coordinate the activities of other artists than

someone without the knowledge of art techniques. Generally, communications personnel
work best under supervision limited to requested advice and aid in coordinating projects

which require the efforts of a number of people. Few nonproduction oriented supervisors

are able to provide this type of leadership support. Artwork rarely is totally independent

of the other media specialties. Every illustration prepared for publication .or projection

must be photographed. A number of art projects require photography aS an intermediate

step toward the final product. Other projects require a combination of . art and

9
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photography. It is imperative that the Illustrator and still photographer understand the
principles and problems involved in each other's role in a project, and that they have
opportunity for communication during production. Close interdisciplinary cooperation
also is the key to effective motion picture and television productions. The highest
standards of quality and efficiency can he met only by full integration of all
communications discipline.

The medical and graphic arts unit must be in physical proximity to photography,
, television, and other services involved in the program in order to assure the maximum

benefits of an integrated team approach.

THE COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT

Providing a blueprint fo(he organizational structure of a medical and ouphic arts unit
is: particularly difficult because of the great variations in size among communications
departments. A small communication department wjjli limited personnel should require
only a single director to supervise all services. This person usually will be.experienced in
one of the disciplines and have administrative aptitude.

As a communications department increases in size and scope it is advisable to divide it
into individually supervised units. (see Figure 3) This type of structure is necessary in
order to provide adequate. supervision and coordination of each specialty and to piovide
individual members of each unit with ready accessibility to their suvervisor.

The director of the department may either rely heavily on the unit supervisors for
administrative support or handle most .administrative duties through his office with the
aid of support personnel. If administration is handled primarily through the director's
office, individual production-oriented unit supervisors may concentrate on supervision
and coordination of production in their field of expertise rather than becoming involved
in the time-consuming routine administration of the department. While the director of
such a department will need to concentrate largely on administrative activities, it is
important that he be familiar enough with production techniques to be able, to coordinate
the overall activities of the department.

'Jn: the very large department, the work volume may develop in a manner which
nedessitates further subdivision of the units. (see Figure 4) For example, the medical and
graphic arts Nit may need further subdivision to provide adequate supervision of all
functions. In all instances, it is important for the organizational structure of the
department fo evolve as a logical response to the needs of the institution.

THE TEACHING DEPARTMENT

A communications department with a strong medical and graphic arts unit may he
tempted to initiate an academic progrOm for training medical illustrators. Such a decision
should be weighed carefully. Currently, six schools (see Appendix I) offer agree
programs in medical illustration, and there is a good balance betiken the number of
graduates and the number of available positions. A new program generating illustrators
for whom no positions are available would. be performing a disservice. In the future,
however, there likely will he a need for many additional medical illustrators. Any school
considering undertaking a teaching role may receive information and guidance from the
Accreditation Committee of the Association of Medical Illustrators.
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The services offered by-the medical and graphic arts unit will var4ccording tdthe size)

of iLhe institution and the scope of its programs. Any list of services is subject ti
mpdrfications which might be necessary.to serve the needa of specific teaching, research,

or service programs.. However, an art u<iiit with:the capabilitierdescribed belC4 e.should b

a adequate to serve most prograrris.
It should be pointed out that even a single well-qualified illustrator theoretically could

provide all of these capabilities. In practice,however, it is generally wiser for smaller units

to limit their ervices to those whicikhey can do-well, within reasonable working hours*

Larger prolfcts such as exhibits and mt5tion pictureicln be'particularly disruptiveio the
normal workload of a limited staff. .

%,

Consultation is one of the most important services offered by an art unit. A
preplanning conference can aid in Ole privet selection of media and can "provide a
client with guidelines to f011ow during his preliminary work on a.projkt.,4oggestions fo,
improving die effectiveness of viluals conceived by a clipt often can improve the final

product.

Tekthook and journal illustrations generally Involve the production of medical and

graphic art using techniques deSigned (or reprothictibn by offset /lithography. (see Figure

5) It is important for the artist to understand the'1actors in the printing process wtrich,

affect the final printed appearance of his work. Ofilin art may be mbined with

photography to proVide the most effeclivr communication of the author information.

Slide and filmstrip illustratioq require techniques which produce a b d simplified

image that can, bc.easily seen and,un)dirstood when projected. Color is us Ily desirable

and Mixed ,media can often be employed. Slides may require, in,addition to pure medical

or graphic illustration, techniques such as cartooning and v4ry limirle diagrammatic

represehtat ion,
Motion picture illustrations and titles usually can be produced by a mg the same

principles and techniques used in succetsful slides.

)
SEC/ICES

AND AOTIVITIES

Animation requires additional technical knowledge and an understan ng of the

principles which govern successful. communication in media requiring motion.

Television graphics requires simplified illustrations because of the limited resolution of

the television screen. The illustrator must understand the legibility limitations of this
megium and design his material accordingly. The art unit may further support television

production by providing set design and production.

Cs` 9
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Exhibit esign and production require an understanding of thrfe-dimensional design
o

and knowledge of materials and methods employed in exhibit construction. (see Figure 6)

Illustration techniques must be modified-for application to the exhibit'pariel. An in-house
capability for photo-typesetting and silkscreen production will enable the unit to produce

.sophisticated exhibits at a reasonable cost, if the volume of exhibit work justifies the

necessary space all tment and equipment expenditures. The communications department

also may aid the exhibitor in the arrangements for exhibiting.
Three dimensional models, plastic embedding, and prosthesesjequire skill in sculpture

and a thdrough understanding of available Materials. Generally, three-dimensional work

will reqUire specialized equipment and space.
Brochures and other publications such as ins tutional newspapers, catalogs, and

handbooks require graphic design and layout. Depending upon internal capabilities, the

designer may be requires to contact and coordinate commercial services. In instances

where there is a steady demand, an in-house capability which includes typesetting and

printing can save an institution a considerable amount of money for printed material.

Other services may represent a significant portion of the unit's 'total workload, but
most can be provided by an art unit .offering the basic services already mentioned.
Phototypesetting and silkscreen process, used in exhibit prodation, provide an effective

means to produce posters and signs. The facilities for brochures and other publications

can be used to design and produce stationery, lo,sos, certificates, forms, and other printed

matter. Cartoons, caricatures, calligraphy, organizational charts, maps, architectural
drawings, and photographic retouching and labeling may be provided. .

Multiple use of illustrations can provide another facet to the unit's services.

Techniques can be employed which provide effective use of a single piece of art in a
number of presentation media. For example, a pen and ink drawing may be printed in a

jdurnal or textbook. Colors can be added with overlays to provide more visual impact for

its use in a brochure. A photographic film positive can be produced and full color added,

using a backpainting technique normakly employed in animation, to provide an effective

graphic. for slide or filmstrip presentation. The same drawing can be applied to an exhibit

panel in ali3r. desired col r using the photographic silkscreen process. The artist's

(i7understanding of all availa e techniques and materials is of great importance both in the

effectiveness of his work in its final form and in its-economy by efficient multiple use.

New audiovisual media will undoubtedly have great impact upon the health. sciences, It.

is important that the members of the medical and graphic arts unit continually update

their knowledge in order to take fullest advantage of new developments.

14
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STAFF REQUIREMENTS
AND TRAINING

As visual communication assumes an increasingly important role in the health sciences,
professionalism among members of the communications staff becomes more important.
Qualified communicators can make significant contributions to the educational programs
of a health sciences institution.. An institution that appropriately recognizes the
contribution which the communications department makes to its programs will benefit
by improved staff morale and dedication. Recognition by means of academic appoint-
ment for communications personnel is increasing throughout the country. The prestige
and fringe benefits accompanying these appointments often will provide the incentive
needed to recruit and keep highly qualified people.

The individual members of any medical and graphic arts unit will have duties which
evolve in response to demand-Tor-specific services. Therefore, job description and salary
ranges will vary greatly. Often, thd guties in the job descriptionswhich fof may
overlap,rparticularly-in the smaller department. It is important to select personnel for a
medical and graphic arts unit on the basis of institution need. An ilhistrator well-qualified
in one medium may not be able to respond to the needs of a program which .requires little
use of his specialty. In general, highly specialized artists are needed in the larger
departments.

The salary ranges for each position described below are based on questionnaires
returned from 39 medical school departments throughout the country in early 1972.
Isolated deviations from the majority have been eliminated. It must be kept in mind that
these figures are from throughout the United States and that they are not adjusted to
differences in cost of living in various parts of Ithe country. In general, the ranges should
be considered as a minimum; upward adjustments should be made for individuals with
unusual ability or outstanding experience. Iticannot be too strongly emphasized that the
quality of worli produced by a medical and graphic arts unit is solely dependent on the
visual communications skills of the members of that unit. Brilliant administration cannot
provide for effective artwork without qualified artists. . 1

Because the quality and volume of work are so dependent upon the individual
illustrator, institutional support of his continuing education is a wise investment which
can pay dividends in improved service. Subscriptions to periodicals; an adequate reference
library; and at tendace at professional association meetings, seminars, and workshops can
aid the illustrator toNceep up with changing techniques and new materials. Exposure to

15



work of one's peers at scientific meetings can provide the standards of comparison
necessary to refine techniques and experimetlt with new methods.

Activity in local art leagues, art director's clUbs, and other groups can also provide the
artist with fresh insight into his work. Evening classes in a variety of courses can improve
the skills of even the most experienced illustrator.

1

The unit supervisor should be an experienced artist who exhibits leadership qualities
and an ability to work with people. In most instances, a trained medical illustrator is best
suited to this position since he has an educational background which encompasses most
of the techniques employed by an art 'unit, as well as a scientific background and
knowledge about the educational methods employed in the health sciences.

Generally, the supervisor is able to spend most of his time in production, partiCularly
in the smaller unit. A second major part of his time involYes consultation with clients and
coordination of large projects. He channels work to the appropriate member of his unit,
serves-as a technical advisor to other artists, provides quality control, and makes decisions
concerning need for addition or replacement of personnel. He is reSponsible for
interviewing potential employees and directs their orientation and training. The
supervisor should be familiar with the abilities of his personnel so that he can recommend
salary increases, promotions, or appropriate training programs when necessary. Close
supervision of routine workload should occupy relatively little of his tirne if the staff is
adequately qualified.

Salary range for the unit supervisor generally is from $12,000 to dyer $35,009,
depending on experience, administrative responsibilities, and the number of personnel in
the unit.

T,he medical illustrator generally is trained in a recognized school Of medical
illustration and usually has earned a postgraduate degree. (see Figure 7) The term
"medical" illustrator is somewhat of a misnomer sinca the background of these persons
qualifies them as scientific illuslrators for any of the health sciences. Some medical
illustrators are self-trained and their aptitude can best be judged by a peer's critical
examination of a portfolio of their work.

The duties of the medical illustrator generally include drawing of anatomical, surgical,
'and other scientific subject matter suitablCfOran yfinal--presentation medium; design and
production of exhibits and brochures; construction of three-dimensional models and
prostheses; and consultation with authors and instructors in the design and production of
instructional materials. The trained medical illustrator has a background in photography
which is sometimes needed in smaller departments. Sonie medical illusdlltors specialize in

14
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a specific scientific discipline, such as ophthalmology or surger
Salaries for a graduate of a school of medical illustrati n begin,. at approximately

$10,000 and range to above $20,000 without administrative d ties.
The chartist or graphic artist produces charts and graphs for publication and other

media. (see Figure 8) This' person must have good visual sense and understand the
principles involved in the design of a graph and its legibility in 'final form. The chartist

must be proficient with various methods of lettering and wit the materials available for

producing charts and graphs, both in color and in black and white. Depending on their

'training and ability, many chartists produce diagrammatic dra ings and participate in the

production of a variety of projects.
Educational background for these important members of he medical and graphic arts

unit varies widely, from the "artistic" high school dropout ho is trained on the job, to

the graduate art major. Unfortunately, at this time there are no formal educational

programs specifically for the chartist. Consequently, var iv, degrees of on-the-job

training are required in nearly every instance. f
A person with an educational background which includes ayout and design, lettering,

color theory, and drafting is generally best qUalified to serve as a chartist. A number of
departments reqUires at least two years of college-level art. Parsons- with less educational

background can be successfully trained in a unit that ha' experienced personnel to
provide close supervision and instruction.

Starting salaries for trainees range between $5,000 and $8,500 depending upon
educational background. The average starting salary, for a tieginning chartist with two

years of college art is approximately $6,509 to $7,000. A collge graduate currently starts

. at S7,800 to $8,500. A qualified chartist with I 0 yearsbexperience receives from $12,000

to $15,000. -

The graphic designer'aoes the design and layout of brochures, booklets, and other

,;-. -printed material4pe. Figure 9) The designer is proficient in specifying typography, color

": '%eparation, and other facets of 'produiiAgpcainera-ready layouts for the printer. This

person must thoroughly understand,thdinical considerations in the printing process in
'order to' produce attractive work" econol4ically. In .practice, the graphic designer often
designs graphics for a numiitil of media, including slides, films, exhibits, and television.

The\ designer, often is a proficient illustrator and therefore is able to provide added depth

to the unit. In the small unit, this person may serve the functions of the chartist, general

illustrator, and typesetter.
Education of the graphic designer generally involves 'a degree in commercial art,

1 7



Figure 9. Preparation of camera-ready layout for publication

although some have'a degree in fine art with an emphasis on design courses. A few will
have completed graduate programs in design.

_Starting salaries range from 57500 to $8,500, and an experienced designer with no
administrative responsibilities can earn up to approximately $15,000.

The general illustrator is involved in drawings of a non-scientific nature as well as
limited diagrammatic scientific illustration. Often their abilities make them a "jack of all
trade " ie unit, providing backup for the chartist and the graphiudesigner.-I-n-the-,
smaller department, the general illustrator may serve all of these functions.

Education usually encompasses a college degree in either fine art or commercial art. A
few will have completed graduate art programs.

Starting salaries range from $7,500 to $8,500. The experienced general illustrator may
earn up to approximately $15,000.

It is the opinion of this author that there is a current need for formal educational)
Programs to produce medical graphic artists. A large portion of the output ofany Medical

'and graphic arts unit includes work that does not require the scientific knowledge and
drawing ability of the medical illustrator, Persons trained to produce charts, graphs,
schematic drawings, brochures, and other visuals for the health sciences community are
needed. Principles of effective visual communication, scientific nomenclature, and
appropriate art techniques could be taught in well - designed, programs that would fill fi

need that has existed for sometime,

4
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BUDGET AND METHODS
OF FINANCING

BUDGET

The cost of establishing and operating a medical and graphic arts unit varies accordipg
to its size and scope. (see Figure 10) Salaries of the personnel are, by far, the single lairst
expense factor. Cost for equipment and materials is smaller per unit of work alai), for
most other production services within a communications department. Even if services
include kiimation, silkscreen production, typesetting, and model construction; initial
equipment'expenditures can still be considered modest when compared to photography,
television, or _computer activities. If a reasonable volume of work exists in these arias, the
equipment expenditures will be recovered quickly by .the savings procked,whsn work is
done in-house rather than commercially.

Figure 10.. "What d ya mean fifty bucks for a drawing7t A whole pad of that paper
couldn't cost more than fifty cents!?"
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The critical point at which it becomes econbmically feasible to add specific internal
capabilities can be determined only if accurate records are kept of the art unit's
production. It is important to periodically analyze the volume of specific types of work
which are farmed-out for commercial production, Often the addition of a capability will
enable the institution to embark on a communications activity it could not afford
previously.

;he cost of supplies and materials will be modest' for most art functions, In the
author's department, which includes the full range of capabilities listed in Chapter III, the
total cost of all supplies averaged only 200 per artist per hour over a recent one-year
period. This cost might be reduced in a small unit offering fewer services.

METHODS OF FINANCING

The methods of financing a communications department vary widely among
institutions. The alternatives range from complete self-support to total subsidy. No single
approach stands out as ideal, although a partially subsidized department with some costs
recovered by a fee for services appears to offer a number of advantages.

Self-supforting units must recover the costs of personnel, overhead, administration,
equipment, and materials through a charging system. Information obtained from 39
medical schools indicated that no department is totally self-supporting in that none
recovered all 'indirect costs such as technical space, utilities, and administrative offices.

However, three private schools and one state school recovered all but a portion of
indirect costs. It is probable that in a number of other instances, the medical and graphic

arts unit approaches self-support, while the communications department as a whole
requires subsidy for the director's office and/or units such as television, instructional

technology, and computer-assistedinstruction.
The.main advantage of a self-supporting art unit is that no financial burden is placed

on the institution but on theactual users who pay directly for the services obtained, The

unit retains more independence in decisions concerning personnel and equipment
expenditures. Services Bray be added or expanded whenever the demand reaches the point

that income derived from a service can support its addition. Self-support may result in
more motivation for the staff to operate an efficient unit as salary levels can more closely

relate to individual. productivity. .....

On the negative side, self-support necessitates prices which may inhibit maximum use

of the service by the faculty and staff, especially-members Of lesser endowed academic

departments. And unfortunately, fuids are often scarce in departments whose primary
needs for communication support relate directly to student eduction,

The ,self-supporting unit also may be at a disadvantage in improving or expanding
if.services or introducing new techniques because the unit tends tc be slightly understaffed

in order to weather slow periodi in its workload. New services a e often delayed because

of the inability to Withstand a financial drain during the time it takes to establish full
productivity. The important consultation function of the unit may. be inhibited, and
sometimes quality suffers because shortcuts must be taken to keep a project within the

beget limitations of the client..
Total subsidy generally occurs in tax-supported institutions. Fourteen of thirty-nine

medical schools were reported to be totally subsidized. All but two were State-supported
institutions. Various methods of budgeting and financial control are employed. Often

each academic department receives an allocated portion of the total communications
budget arid records are kept on use of the service. Requisitions for service generally

require approval by the academic department chairman. Large projects must have the
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approval of an administrative officer of the institution or of a committee established air

that purpose. Often such projects must be budgeted far in advance.

The advantages of total subsidy are chypendent upon adequacy of the allocated budget.

If adequate, subsidy generally promotes a more active Oise of the service. often providing

greatest advantage to teaching programs. The personnel in the unit may have more
freedom for research in new techniques and materials. In some instances, subsidy may

promote quality by allowing members of the unit to spend needed time on projects with

less concern for cost limitations.
The primary disadvantage of total subsidy is that an inadequate budget can greatly

inhibit the use of the service-, preventing the institutisn from receiving the fullest
potential support for its educational program. Without proper controlq, abuses may occur
with projects approved on the basis of political 'gain rather than value to the institution's

goals and programs. In practice, a budgeted department tends to be locked -in to set salary

increases and less able to reward professional growth of staff members. There may be a

tendency for members of the unit to be less service-oriented and play favorites among

their clientel. The mechanics of budgeting and control can increase the administrative

overhead of the communications department.
Partial subsidy exists in many forms. Budgeted funds niay support varying combina-

tions of indirect costs, overhead, and salaries. Many units need only charge a nominal fee

to recover the cost of supplies. Some units receive a basic subsidy and must recover all

expenses in excess of that amount. In some institutions, individual academic.departments

may receive funds designed for communications. .,%.

A partial subsidy can incorporate the advantages of both self-support and total subsidy

and conceivably avoid some of the disadvantages of each. It is the author's opinion that

the major disadvantage of a self-supporting department is that it may inhibitthe full use

of the service to support teaching programs. Research and patient care activities appear

more able to afford to use the services of a self-supporting department. A partial subsidy

designed to promote support of educational programs appears to offer a distinct

advantage to the goals of most teaching institutions.

FUNDING OF DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMS ,

Financial support for development or expansion of communications programs presents

different problems than the support of.on--going programs. Often the capital investments

in equipment and systems for a new activity are impossible to bear within the income of a

self-supporting department or through a fixed annual subsidy. A high initial expense of

television is an extreme example. Similar situations can occur in the medical and graphic

arts unit, particularly in establishing a capability for typesetting, animation, or silkscreen.

Grant money can be a valuable source of funding for developmental and expansion

activities to provide capabilities which result in a long-term savings and to provide

valuable services which cannot' he obtained in any other way. However, eventual hard

money -support of salaries and on-going activities is important in order for the
communications program to he stable enough to provide the long-term security necessary

to attract and hold top personnel.
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FACILITY
REQUIREMENTS

ADEQUACY OF SPACE

In planning the facilities for the medical and graphic arts unit, consideration must be
given to allowing sufficient space for anticipated long-range growth. A unit without space
for expansion will find itself in the position of working under inefficient and distracting
conditions which inhilfit productivity and frustrate efforts to provide adequate service.

Space allotment should be determined by functional requirements. It is important for
the personnel who will occupy the space and be responsible for its productivity to have a
voice in the determination of total space allotment. Members of the unit must design the
final configuration of the space based on their production techniques, equipment,
peisonal work preferences, and future expansion plans.

PROXIMITY TO OTHER SERVICES

Proximity to other services in the communications department is a second important
consideration in planning space for the art unit. (see Figure 11) If the unit is not
convenient to administrative offices, photography, and art files, the user is inconve-
nienced and 'staff efficiency is reduced. Time spent taking a project from one unit to
another and the hindrance to. communication between various media specialists lessens
both productivity and quality of work. Layout of the entire communications department
must he determined by a logical workflow. Individual production units must not be
considered as isolated functions.

ASSESSING SPACNEQUIREMENTS

Generalizations about space design cannot be expected to provide the ideal blueprint
,1,11 for any given institution. The recommendations which follow can only be considered as

general guidelines and are developed to includethree different types of space utilization:
space for individual artists; space for a common work area; and space for specialized
services.

t pace for Individual Artists

Production of artwork requires independent work, and most artists prefer a degree of
privacy. Generally, an 'individual can be more productive if provided with either a private
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Figure I L "Now take this over to photography in the north end of the basement of
the clinical science building, and tell them to shoot it on high-contrast film.
Also, tell them to watch out Pr..",

office, or a cubicle formed by room dividers or partitions to provide the option of closing
out distractions when necessary. Permanent walls should be avoided whenever possible.
Ideally, individual spaCe design should allow for maximum flexibility to provide for
personal preference and rearrangement as functions expand or change. Windows should
provide north light if at all possible.

The members of the unit have different requirements in both total space and its
layout. The square foot requirements which follow are based on the assumption that an
ample common work area is available. These figures should be considered as minimum;
more space is desirable.

The unit supervisor requires space for a desk, drawing table, taboret, bookshelves, files,
and seating for small conferences. Consultation with faculty and personnel requires the
privacy of a separate office. If a conference room is readily accessible, 120 to 200 square
feet generally will provide an adequate office for the unit supervisor.

The inedical illustra\tor needs sufficient space for a desk, drawing table, taboret,
bookshelves, and seatin for clients. Conferences and the concentration required in this
work necessitate privac One hundred to one hundred fifty square feet generally is
adequate.

The chartist or graph artist will need space for a drawing table, taboret, shelves, and
seating for clients. Also sp cc for an electric typewriter on a mobile stand may be needed.
Sixty-four to one hundred .quare feet usually is adequate.

Graphic designers and general illustrators need space for a large drawing table, taboret,
shelves. seating for clients, and sometimes a side table. Eighty to one hundred square feet
usually is required.

22
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Space for a Common Work Area

A number of functions requires space readily accessible to all members of the art unit.

Even a one-person unit with the most limited space of services will need tables for laying

out large projects, cutting, and mounting; a light-box table for tracing; a sink; storage
cabinets for supplies; counter space for a dry-mount press; a paper cutter; and other

miscellaneous equipment. A space which can be darkened should be allotted for a

commercial art projector. Oversize paper face electric typewriters may be located in this

common space if work volume does not justify providing machines for individual artists.

A well ventilated area should-be provided *praying fixatives, paints, and other aerosol

products.
As the number of artists increases, the square footage of the common work area must

accommodate the need for concurrent layout of large projelcts, more tracing activity, and

an increased .supply inventory. Additional services will require space for specialized
equipment, production, and supplies. Some of the equipment listed under other

functional areas may be located in the common work area, especially in smaller
departments. However, many of these functions involve noise, offensive fumes or

darkness, and should be located in separate rooms.
A common work area for even a one-,or two-illustrator unit requires a minimum of

I 20 to 200 square feet and as the unit size and workload increases, this space requirement

could be much larger. Thus, a unit of four artists, for example, would require a combined

personal and common work area of about 1,000 square feet.

Special Purpose Space

Exhibit Constructip The volume of work and techniques used are the two major

factors affecting tliJ space needed for exhibit production."(see Figure 12) A relative large

volume may require space reserved solely for this function. A more professional exhibit

can be produced using the silkscreen technique, but this requires more space than less

sophistioiged processes fok.applying art and copy to exhibit panels.

4AXIIIVCir
3-

Figure 12. Silkscrcen technique for exhibit production
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In the small facility, an occasional exhibit may be produced in areas, generally used for
other purposes. The 6ommon work area of theart unit or a photographic studio may be
used if the nepi(To-ft not arise often enough to disrupt other on-going projects.

1

The production facility, for a moderate volufne Of exhibits requires a relatifely large
room and an adjacent ..darkroom for ,making 'photographic silkscfeens. The production
room requires space for layout, screening surfaces, a workbench, screen /storage racks,
supplies, short-term panel storage,wastier and adequite open area- for final assembly. A
minimum of 500 iquare feet is needed and rtiore-if the volume. of exhibit production is
large. , . ..

The darkroom contains the 'screen exposure equipment, and a large sink for the
&venting and wash-off of photugraphic 'screens. A minimum of 225 square feet should
be adequate for the functions perfortned in this room! A-second adjacent darkroom of
about 60 square feet should be tprovided if the typezof screen expostire source used
cannot share the same rcem with developing. In this instance the size of the developing
darkroom could be reduced by a similar amount. Photographic film pOsitives can be made
within thIP photography unit, and 'paste-up of typography and film positives can beand\film
accomplished within spaces already provided for individual artists.

The exhibit structure usually lis constructed in the, institution's shops or by an outside
commercial firm. In some instances of a very large production volunie, consideration
might be given to providing a siiiisfacility specializing in exhibits. Spice would be_needed
for such functions as carpentry, painting, and electrical work. This shop could also serve
to produce sets for televlion production and btild specially designed equipment,
cabinetry, and furniture for the corrinunicati ns department. NJ

Exhibit -Storage -- The storage of finished 'sci tific exhibits traditionally poses a problem
for many.institutions. In most cases, exhibit crates are kept within general storage space
allotted to the individual department or in a warehouse. Whatever appoach is taken, this
problem should receive careful consideration. Safety of the exhibits and accessibility for
future updating, repairs, or shipping are important factorsin the location,and size of this
space.

Typesetting The production of exhibits, films, and publications by the medical and
graphic art.s'Thtlit requires nigh quality cold-type. When the work volume justifies
expenditures for a leasing arrangement for specialized equipment, efficiency and.
economy will be increased by providing typesetting on an in-house basis rather than
Having type set commercially. Leasing most or all of the equipment usuallybwill prove
most satisfactory. ,

Equipment needed for typesetting usually falls into two categories: a phototypesetter
for larger type such.as that used for exhibit copy, movie titles, and publication headlines;
and a composer system for text used in publications. Ideally, the facilities for this activity
should be planned after the equipment is selected. Equipment sizes and the need for a

darkroom vary.
Phototypesetting often re,pires a darkroom with "wet" photographic capabilities.

Smaller departments may find ft practical to locate this function within the photographic
unit of the communication department. if this function Must be wholly self-contained, a

daikroom with a sink and table surfacelAkthe equipment should contain 40 to 60 square
/2 feet. If phototypography equipment nOt reqUiring a darkroom is used, it may be located

--,..J in the art unit's common ,work area.lii,' taiger: units where the same individual produces all
typography, the phototype equipment,s1* 14 6 located near the composer system.

A limited volume of small character typesetting can he handled on a stand-alone/-\
1 composer about the size of an electric typewriter. A larger volume of work will require a
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composer system wiQ an input unit and areoutput unit, each approximately the sr e of a

deck. A fairly heavy-Colume of work can be handled by oite operator using thes ,units.
An extremely hew, production may require additional input units and operators. A
soundproof room Tor this functionAshould be located adjacent to the graphic designers,
and be large enough to contain storage for supplies and jobs in progress. Or hundred

fifty square feet will provide adequate space for a single input stem.

ThreeDimensional Models The space required for rheproduction of tHreeKlimensional
Models, plastic embedding, and fabrication of prostheses varies grea.tly depending,upon the
emphasis ,which the institution places on thAll form of teaching aid. If only an oc signal

model for an exJibit is-produced, space requireTent; will be minithal. Produ n of
leaching model^for extensive use as self-instructional devices requires a relatively arge
space allotment.

The noise, fumes,,and dust produced during the fabrication ofmodels will necessitate
a separate room for this function. The room needs ample.working surface, sink., exhaust

hood, numefous electric outlets, air and gas sup ly, and various power tools. Minim-um
production requires 80 to 120 square feet :Lai roduction-Ipvu/ving more,of the many
techniques and materials available today could justify the need for severffl times 014
amount of space.

Black and White Copy Photography Artists often need a higki contrast photographic
print Or film positive as an intermediate step In the Completion of a project. This type of
photography may be required in almost any type of production;.but demand is greatest in
publication and exhibit work. In most departments, the photographic unit supplies this
need. However, it may be more efficient to provide the art unit with the Means of

rforming this work, thus.avoiding disruption of the photographers' production schedule
a d eliminating hitherto unavoidable delays for the artists. This capability corDbined with

a tra sparent ,color acetate "proofing" system can add possibilities for creative effects in
many types of visuals and provide for previewing publication'art in its final color before it
is printed.

Self-contained equipment is availableuto produce photographic paper prints or' film
positives in a fully lighted room withirta short time. Approximately 59 square feet of
space should be allowed in the com `work area for this types Qf equipment. Other;
approaches may necessitate a darkr m with "wet" functions and a minimum of 80
sqyare feet. Gs

Animation Motion picture art and animation can be produced in the space provided for
indtvidual artists. An art unit which produces a light volume df this type of work usually
contracts to have the finished art filmed coKmercially.4A heavy volume of animdt ion may
justify the acquisiliort. of an animation stand on the basis of economy, quality control,
and efficiency. Maximum benefits Of an in-house animation stand can be realized only if
the stand is adjacent to the art unit in order to facilitate work-flow and comntunicat n

between artist and cameraman.
-.- A separate dustprQof room, absolutely free ordistractions, is a necessity fdtthe

animation camestrnan and his equipment. (see Figure 13) Adequate space is reqUired ror,
the stand, light's, and materials storage. A desk is needed for plotting camera action, and
inspecting''and organizing the animation art befOre shooting. A minimum of 25:0 to 300
Ihuare feet is required.
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Figure 13. Animation stand used in filming art for motion pictures

fr

Television Set ProdUction If television production sets are designed by the art unit,
facilities are ndeded 'for construction and storage. In most instances, however, the
instituti : n's carpenter shop can pr 'de construction. If the communications department
has its o n shop for exhibit produ tion, construction of sets also could be accomplished.
Storage of props generally becomes-flitresponsibility of the television unit aim) may

,require a separate room.
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EQUIPMENT
REQUIREMENTS

' Equipmen needs for an art unit are dictated by the range of services, the volume of

work, and i dividual preferences. Specific types of equipment needed for efficient
production v ry widely jn, design, function, quality, and cost. In most instances, the
additional e pense for top quality items is returned many times over in greaterefficiency

and durabili y of the equipment. ' .-

The folly wing should be considered as a checklist of possible major equipment and
furniture. S -cific brandi and models are not recommended since new development can
make any a vice obsolete overnight. More importantly, equipment should be chosen

the persons t at will be using it,'on the basis of their experience and preferences.
ill

Equipment for Individual Artists s

A dra g table is needed for each member of the unit. The size depends on the

types of ork to be performed. In some. instances, special modifications may be r -.
quired, such as providing alightbox and animation disc for animators. One table cat

serve mutiple functions by designing interchangeable working surfaces for it. Professional

drawing tables range from $60 to $200 depending on size and quality of construction.
Larger, moi0 versatile tables with built -in storage drawers can cost up to $500.-

A desk is needed in addition to a drawing table by medical illustrators and some other
members of the unit. Combination 'desk:drawing tables are available for approximately

Dub.

$450 to $600.
A T-square, is needed for each artist. Design varies greatly from the classic "1' costing

only a few dollars, to elaborate systems which,are mounted permanently on the drawing

table and bast up to $250.
Chairs must be provided. for each artist and his clients. One chair in addition to the

artist's will generally suffice if extra ones are near so that they can be used when needed.
A taboret is required for each artist to store supplies and provide for convenient

placement of drawing instruments near at hand. Cost ranges from approximately $50 to

$150.
A desk lamp is needed for each member of the unit. Lamps with combined fluorescent

and incandescent bulbs most closely approach the color balance of diNiligh4, Cost of

lamps ranges from approximately to $60, with-the combination units osting about

$40.
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A telephone for each illustrator is important for communication with clients with a
minimum of disruption to the work at hand. Often the subjec of a phone conversation
will be artwork taped to the artist's drawing table, making it very inconvenient to use a
centrally located phone. .

An x-ray viewer should be available for each medical illustrator to review roentgeno-
grams with clients. Single units cost from $40 up.

A pencil sharpener should be provided for each''artist. Consideratioji should be given to
electric models which combine speed with a better point. Manual sharpeners range-from
$5 to $10; electric models; $20 to $40.

An electric eraser ,should be supplied for each artist. This instrument is not a luxury
and- provides for correction 8f some types of artwork that cannot be accomplished any
other. way. Cost ranges from approximately $16 to $30.

Book shelves for individual artists are neede for ref rence material, file jackets, and
,. supplies for work in progress..

Lettering insttuments are required for each chartist and for some other members of
the d\it. Selection should be based on individual preference and experience. Cost for
complete sets can range from approximately $50 to over $125, depending on the number
of drawing pones and templates.

An artist airbrush is used extensively by some illustrators and only occasionally by
others. One instrument may be shared by a number of illustrators for occasional use, and
can be selected from models ranging from $40 to $100.

If compressed air is not available from a central source, portable tanks a referable
4p,cto a noisy co unit. Refillable tanks with regulator and gauge cost round $85.

Compressors cost tween $50 and $200.
Electric typewriters with oversize type costing approximately $600 can be used by the

chartists to produce charts, graphs, and tables for slides quickly and effectively.
An instrument tray or stand for small instruments'and supplies should be furnished for

each artist. Rotating models costing around $7 combine ready access with good
organization. .. i

A drawing set including compasses, ruling pens, and dividers i.s needed by each member
of the unit. Complete sets May be purchased for $30 to $100; or individual instruments
may be acquired separately. Economizing through the purchase of lower quality is a
serious mistake when buying these instruments.

Individual illustrators will need certain equipment and instruments in addition to that
listed here including drawing pens and pencils, scissors, brushes, mat knives, frisket
knives, burnishers, a slide viewer, and a myriad of othei very necessary items which are
determined by ipLliVidual needs. %

Equipment for a Common Work Area

A work table for laying out large projects is needed in thecommon work areaSLarge
art units will require more working surface, especially, for certain types of work such as
exhibits and publications. One table with a wood tdp should be reserved for a cutting
surface.,
la' A tracing table will be required for occasional work h every member of the unit. A

large art unit may require several tracing tables which can range in cost from $200 tie
$400.
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Boolcshelves and storage cabinets are requited for reference materials and supplies such
as press-on letters, acetate ,sheets, and so forth. Large flat. files should be provided for
storing draNing paper and other large materials. Often the top surface of these files can
serve as additional working surface:

A sink for mixing paint and cleaning brushes and drawing instruments should be
located in the common work area.

A paper cutter is needed for any size unit. Sometimes two will be most 'practical: a
large one for heavier cardboards and a smaller one for Jighter materials. High quality and
large size are a good investment. Prices range from $75 to $550.

A dry mounting press is needed for mounting finished drawings and photographs. A
relatively large press is more effi nt. Prices range from $ WO to $500 depending on size.
A small accessory tacking iron co s approximately $20.

A wax adhesive applicator is necessity in publication layout and.is convenient in
other types of work. Small han modelt'cost about. $20 but are limited in usefulness.
Table top models cost from $200 to $400.

A commercial art projector which projects enlated or reduced images for tracing
purposes is a valuable timesaver for all members of the unit. Models range in price from
approximately $200 to over $600. A Polaroid camera is very useful in conjunction with
this device.

A black and white cops camera can be a timesaver in the larger units. The function of
this equipment is discussed on page 25. A self-contained unit which can produce prints or
film positives in a lighted room cqsts around $4,000.

Exhibit Production

Regardless of the techniques used for exhibit production, large tables are a necessity.
A small workbench equipped with basic hand tools is needed for mounting transparencies,
assembling exhibits, and other activities. The tools should include hammers, screwdrivers,
pliers; wrenches, and an electric drill. Most other equipment needed for exhibit produc-
tion is involved with the silkscreen process.

An 'exposure light and vacuum frank is needed to expose the photosensitive silkscreen
film. (see Figure 14) Various types of lights may be used for making exposures, but an arc
lamp is the most effective. Models which combine the arc lamp and vacuum frame into a

single unit are -the most efficient to use. Cost can range from $400 to several thousand
dollars, depending on size and convenience of use.

A large sink and developing tray is necessary to develop and wash out the screens.
The same sink can be used for removing emulsions from used screens.

PiC A screen washer which recirculat the ink removing solvent is a valuable timesaver
when used in conjunction with a w hing stand. Prices for a washer and stand range from
approx.imately $200 to $400. An e haust vent should be provided.

An emulsion remover provides high pressure spray of hot water to efficiently remove
emulsion from the silk after use. ost ranges from $300 to $400.

An electric heatgub costing ound $50 is a valuable timesaver which provides a means
to quickly dry silkscreen ink bet een screenings.

`- Typesetting In-house pr ction of cqld-type generally requires two units: a

phototypesetter for large c py, and a composing system for body copy. Phototype
equipment which combines these two functions generally is too expensive t6 he
cost-effective for the production volume of enstitutional departments, and larger sizes
needed for exhibit work might have to be enlarged photographically.
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Figure 14. Silkscreen production using arc lamp and vacuum frame

The phototypesetter produces reproduction quality type on paper or film for exhibit
copy, brochure headlines, posters, movie titles, and other applications where- larger
character sizes are required. Phototype also may be used for labeling charts, graphs, and
drawing. Some phototypesetting units require a separate font for each size and are
limited to the maximum size of type which they produce. Others provide a full range of
type sizeand expand, condense, or slanttharacters from a single font. The less expensive'
model require more, fonts to provide a full range of styles and sizes, are less efficient to
use, and require expensive intermediate photographic, enlargement to produce large sizes.

The composer produces the small. type sizes used for text in brochures and other
publications. (see Figure 15) These systems range from_typewriter size stand-alone models
to large systems utilizing two or more units about the size of a desk. Copy is recorded
onto magnetic or paper punch tape with an input unit. Column width, headings; and
other variables are programmed into antoutput unit, and the tape is played back to
produce finished cold-type at high speed. Separate fonts are required for each type style
and size.

Three-Dimensional Models

The equipment required for production of three-dimensional models, plastic embed-
ding, and fabrication of prostheses depends on the type of work produced and the mate-
rials employed. Adequate working surface is essential. The final equipment list must be
compiled by the model-maker who will use the facility.
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Figure /5.
Composer system for producing typography used in publications

Generally, hot plates and bunsen burners with adequate exhaust hoods are needed. A
large deep sink should be equipped With a special trap arrangement to prevent stoppage of
drains with plaster of paris. Accurate scales, a heavy-duty electric mixer, and power hand
tools, including a grinder, disc sander, and drill, are used in many types of work.

A vacuum chamber will be needed to remove bubbles from some materials in their
liquid state before they are cast into a mold. A vacuum former may be useful for some
types of model making.

Animation

A peg bar to accurately register the punched acetate cels used in animation is all that
is needed for an artist to produce motion picture art on a small scale. Cost is approxi-
mately $10.

An animation disc which incorporates one or two sliding peg bars provides more
convenience for producing a larger volume of animation celk, (see Figure 16) It is placed
in a circular transilluminated cut-out in a work 'surface. This device is very useful for
producing slide and .filmstrip graphics employing the same acetate, cell techniques used in
animation. Cost of an animation disc runs slightly over $100.

Celracks constructed on wheels prove very convenient for the animator. Cels may be
safely - stacked in the racks while the ink or paint is still wet. Art is kept well-organized
during production and then rolled into the animation camera room where the cels are
removed directly from. the rack for filming. After the film footage is screened for
acceptability, the cels are removed from the rackf and safely filed.

A cel punch costing around $400 is used to punch tracing paper and acetate cels for
the peg system used on the animation camera. Prepunched paper and cels may be
purchased at a slight additional cost if volume of animation work does not justify
purchase of a cel punch.

An animation stand requires a major expenditure and should be considered only by
facilities having a large volume of animation work. Some types of simple animation can
be produced on a copy stand by an ordinary motion picture camera with a single frame
motoi. Relatively unsophisticated animation stands are available for around $5,000, and
larger more versatile modes can cost in excess of $50,000.
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Figure /6.
Animation disc and cel racks uied in the production of art for film graphics

A hotpress costing $500 to $1,000 may be used for production of movie titles.
However, otter techniques are available which produce quality titles without such a large
expenditure for 'equipment.
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r'' OPERATIONAL
PROCEDURES

Departmental operational procedures vary according to the method of financing and
other institution policies which effect the communications department. This chapter will
describe the procedures employed in the author's department. Some of the steps could be
eliminated under certain circumstances. Others could be modified to fit specific

requirements, and, in some cases, certain functions could be accomplished by a computer.

RECEIPT OF JOB

Incoming work is received by a receptionist who enters it in a log book and assigns it a
permanent file number. A file jacket is prepared containing the file number, title of the
job, the client's name, and department. If the work is a continuation of an existing job,
the jacket is pulled acrd a job ticket prepared. Control data such as job title, client's name
and department, payment source and delivery date are entered on the top of the ticket
.with a description of the work required (number of slides, prints, etc.) recorded on the
lower half of the ticket. (see Figure 17 Should the client bypass the receptionist and
proceed directly to an artist he has worked ith bef9re, the artist reviews the job with
him and then directs the client to the rece tionist foil logging the job and obtaining the
required data.

The control data and master index classification is recorded on 3 3 x S file card and
filed in a cross-index file along with separate cards for each cross-index classification
selected.

Some academic departments use a requisition form requiring approval by the
departmental chairman. (see Figure .18) The form shown provides a copy for the
communications department file jacket and another copy for the client's departmental
files. Institutions which provide total or substantial subsidy for the work of the
communications depirtment generally require such a requisition for each job. A single
form can function as both requisition and job ticket.

JOB IN PROGRESS

After the job is logged in, the client is directed to the appropriate member of the
department. Should the client request a certain artist, or if the nature of the work
obviously requires,the abilities of a specific member of the art unit, the client is sent
directly to that artist. When work may be accomplished by any of a number of members
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Arp.

of the unit or requires the coordinated efforts of several artists, the client is directed to
the unit supervisor. If the request is a large project that requires work with other units
within the department, the client is referred to the departmental director for planning
and coordination.

If at all possible, the client goes over the work with the artist who will do the actual
work, In the unusual event that the unit supervisor must wait for completion of current
assignments before he can determine who will do the work, he may discuss'the job with
the client and then instruct the appropriate artist later. If the assignment requires
personal discussion with the artist performing the job, the client will be called for
consultation before work is started. In most cases, the artist obtains the client's approval
of preliminary sketches or layouts before beginning final renderings. Finished drawings
also receive client approval before being sent to photography, printing, or other final
steps of production.

When an illustrator finishes his part of a projects he records his time on the job ticket,
initials it, places it in the file jacket with the job-; and passes it on to the next step in
production. In most cases the finished photography is checked by the illustrator before
delivery to the client. If a project -extends over several days, the illustrator records his
hours on a time sheet.

. The following two considerations in handling a job are more a matter of philosophy
than strict adherence to efficient operational procedures, and warrant further discussion.

The client-artist relationship is important and the client should communicate.directly
with the working artist whenever possible. This is not a problem in small art units, but
artists in large operations must guard against a production-line approach to their work.

ctiF,Artists shoul lablish a rapport with regular clients, even to the extent of developing
background k wledge of the client's subject matter and personal preferencti.

The knowledgeable artist . can make an important contribution to the
conceptualizat)on of effective visuals. He should not treat the client's preconceived
notion of the final product as sacred but should suggest modifications and improvemeifts
to him, The concept or the client and artist as equal members of a team will provide the
most effective final product.

Deadlines can be a problem and any medical and graphic arts unit that does not
provide top quality illustrations at the time they are needed is not serving the needs- of
the institution. (see Figure 19) A cooperative effort by the institution's administratibii,
faculty and members of the medical and graphic arts unit will assure production or
quality artwork when it is needed. The administration shOuld support the unit by
providing funds for adequate salary levels for a sufficient number or well-qualified artists,
and for good equipment and physical facilities. The faculty clientel can appreciate the
time required to produce quality art and not request avoidable tight deadlines on a
routine basis. Members of the' art unit should recognize a professional obligation to meet -
legitimate deadlines and devote the extra effort required to do so when necessary. The
unit supervisor can help to meet deadlines by efficient scheduling of workloads and
establishing priorities which do not interfere with other obligations. It is important to
establish a mechanism by which only the unit. supervisor, or perhaps even the

departmental director, can refuse an unreasonable deadline.
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Figure /9. "If I wnnted it tomorrow. I would have brought it in tomorrow."

DELIVERY AND BILLING

Upon completion of a job, the file jacket, job ticket, original art, negatives, and other

file materials are placed in the billing file. The secretary responsible for billing calculates

charges for the work and enters the costs on the job ticket. The top copy of the four-part

snapout job ticket fetained in the job's file jacket. Two copies are sent to the school's
business office which retains one copy of the job ticket and forwards the other copy to

the client or his department with a monthly computerized financial statement. The

fourth copy is kept by the communications department for reference in preparing

monthly and annual reports. These reports detail production information according to

number .of units produced and individual academic department usage of the services: This

information is important for tabulation and analysis of activity pertaining to charge rates,
justification for additions in personnel and equipment, and other evaluation of work

trends.

CATALOGING AND STORING ORIGINAL ART

After billing's completed, the file jacket with a copy of the job ticket, negatives, and

other materials{, is filed for possible future use. Original artwork too large for the file

jacket is placed in an envelope identified by the file number, title, and client. These

envelopes are color coded according to' a number of useful designations and filed in

numerical order. Storage within the central communications department is preferable to

storage in the client's home department where materials are more easily lost or damaged.
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SUPPLY INVENTORY

A supply inventory is taken monthly and needed supplies ordered. Generally, a
minimum of a two-month supply or each item.tis kept in stock and the level increased
whit), the quantity clops below a one-month supply. A,limited number of items that are
difficult to obtain or subjel to sporadic.heavy use are maintained'at a higher level.The

artists are queried about unusually heavy needs that may be anticipated for specifiCiteN,
Needs for new or replacement equipment and instruments are entered in a central bOIA
Monthly- orders of supplies are approved by the communication, department's director.
All large ekpenditures must be justified and approved in advance..

Ordering on an irregular "when needed" schedule or maintaining an inadequate
inventory will result in waiting for supplies to come in and the added administrative cost
of many small rush orders,

A system similar to the one described will save a great deal of time and paper work's for
an art unit of any size,
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APPENDIX I

SOURCES OF MEDICAL ILLUSTRATORS

As the demand for qualified medical illustrators increases, securing highly skilled

personnel may prove difficult at times. Thus it m0,1 benefit health sciences institutions to
be aware of the sources of trailid medical,illustrators:

The Department of Art as Applied to Medicine
Ran ice W. Crosby, Associate Professor and Director
The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
725 N. Wolfe St., Baltimore, Maryland 21205
M.A. Degree, 2 year program

The Department of Medical and Dental Illustration
A. Hooker GoOdwin, Professor and Director
University of Illinois r Medical Center
833 South Wood St., Chicago, Illinois 60612
B.S. Degree (5 year curriculum, including

2 years in medical art specialty area)

The School of Medical and 'Biological Illustration
Gerald P. Hodge, Associate Professor and Director
University Hospital, N.O.B.
The University of Michigan Medical Center
Ay Arbor, Michigan 48104
M.S. Degree, 2-1/2 year program

The Department of Medical Illustration,
Orville A. Parkes, Professor and Director
The Medical College "of Georgia'
Augusta, Georgia 30902
'B.S. Degree (4 year curricultim, including 2 years

in medical -1111 specialty area)

M.S. Degree (I year program)

Alf as A'pplied to Medicine Department
Nancy G. Joy
Associate Professor and Director
University of Toronto.
256 McCaul St.,-Rm. 304,Toronto 2b, OntdriO, Canada

Department of Medical Art and Visual Education
William A. Osburn
Assoiiate Professor and Chairman
University of Texas Southwestern Medical School°
5323 Harry Hine.s Blvd., Dallas, Texas 75235

39'
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Unfortunately, not all medical illustration training programs are of uniform quality.
One index of the quality of medical illustration programs is thie set of standards
developed by the Association of. Medical illustrators. These- AMI standards set strict
criteria for trainingprograms,and schools which meet them can generally be, relied upon

ato produce quality graduates. Additional information on -ed tional programs for
medical illustrators may be obtained from the chairman of the AMI ..-:creditation
Committee:

Bill )..Briggs
Director, Section of Medical Illustration and
Assistant Professor Of Anatomy ,

St. Louis University School of Medicine
1402 South Grand Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 63104

The Association of Medical Illustraiors will aid institutions looking for a qualifi
medical illustrator by circulating a not' ithroughouttits membership. A directory of the
AMI membership is available at cost and t is provide's a listing of practicingillustrato,rs.
These services are available from the corresponding secretar the AMI:

Octavia Garlington
Medical Art Services
Medical College of Georgia
Augusta, Georgia 30904
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A ENDIX II.

BI IOGRAPHY

The following references apply specifically to the functions of the friftiteal'apd graphic
arts unit. In addition to the listings here, tO art unit needs references for anatomy and

Qa. other scientific disciplines in which they are involved. Other publications should be
,collected to provide access to outstanding illustrations, and a morgue of effective visual
materials should be compile 1?Books pertaining to the broader fields of communications
and instructional technology should be available in the departmental referenCe library.

BOOKS

Albers, J.: Interaction of Color. New. Haven: Yale University Press.

Barcsay, J.: Anatom For the Artist. London: Spring Books, 1958.

Biegeleisen, J. I. and . A. Cohn: Silk Screen Techniques. New York: Dover Publications
Inc, 1942.

Brunner, F.: Handbook f Graphic Reproduction Processes. New York: Hastings House,
Publishers, 1962.

Cross, L. M.: The Prepara on of Medical Literature. Philadelphia B. Lippinctt
Company, 1959.

Croy, D. R.: Graphic Design and'Reproduction Techniques. New York :.Hasting House.

Haas, K. B. and H. Q. Packer: Preparation and Use of kudio-Visual Aids. New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955.

Men, J.: The Art of Color. New York: Vap Nostrand-Rethold-Company, 1961.

Kepe, G., ed.:.
The Visual Arts Today. Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan University Press, 1960.

Education of Vision (Vision and Value Series). New York: George Braziller, 1966.

Man-M5de Object. New York: George Braziller, 1966.

Module, Proportion, Symmetry, Rhythm: New York: George Braziller, 1966.

Nature and Art of Motion. New York: George Braziller-, 1966.

Sign, I mage, Symbol. New York: George EiIler, 1966.

Stricture in Art and in Science. New York: George Bratijler, 1966.

Kinder, J. S.: Audio Visual Materials and Techniques. New York: The American Book
Company; 1959.

Lee M.: Bookmaking: The Illustrated Guide to Design and Production. New York: R. R.
Bowker Company, 1965.

Levitan, E. L.: Animation Art in the Commercial Film, New York: Reinhold Publishing

4orporation,
1960:f

Levitan, E. L.: Animation Techniques and Commercial Film Production. New York:
Reinhold Publishintj-CorpoNition, 1962.
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Maurello, S. R.: How To Do Paste-Ups a Mechanicals. New York: Tudor Publishing,
1960. Napo>.

Maybridge, E.: The Human Figure in Motion. New York: Dove Publications, Inc.

Mayer, R.: The Artists' Handbook of Materials and Techniques. New York: Viking Press,
1964.

Voholy-Magy, L.: Vision in Motion. Chicago: Paul Theobaldand Company, 196B:

Muller- Brockman, The Graphic Artist and His Design Problems. Verlag Arthur Niggle,
Ltd.

Murgio, M. P.: Communications Graphics. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,
1969.

Pitz, H. C.: Ink Drawing Techniques. New York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1964.

Royce, J.: Surface Anatomy. Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Company, 1965.

Spear, J.: Creating. Visuals For TV. Washington: National Educational Association, 1962.

Stankowski, A.: Visual Presentation of Invisible Processes. New York: Hastings House,
Publishers, 1967.

Stevenson, G. A.: Graphics Arts EnCyclopedia. New Yok: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1968. UI

Wittich, W. A. and Charles F. Schuller: Audio-Visual Matetials: Their Nature and Use.
New York: Harper and Row, 1967.
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PERIODICALS

Annual of Advertising, Editorial and
Television Art and Design
Watson-Guptill Publications
165 West 46 Street
New York, New York 10036

Communication Arts
Coyne and Blanchard, Inc.
P.O. Box 10300
200 California Ave.
Palo Alto, California 94303

Gi'aphis
Graphis Annual
Illustrators: Annual of American Illustration
The Penrose Annual
Visual Communication Books
Hastings House Publishers
10 East 49th Street
New York, New York 10016

Industrial Arts Methods
Syndicate Magazines, Inc.
25 West 45th St.
New York, New York 10036

Mec-rial Art
The Journal of the Association of Medical
Mr. James Burch
Ames Road R.F.D, *4
Mahopac, New York 10541

Print
6400 Goldsboro Road N.W.
W shington', D.C. 20034

IltustratorS
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ILLUSTRATION CREDITS

Figures 1, 2, 10, 11, and 19 Art Barry Baker

Figures 3 and 4 Art, Bill Stanger,

Figure 5 Art, Herb Smith

F re 6 Exhibit design, Herb Smith; Photography, Robert Beaubien

Figure 7 Photography, Herb Smith

Figures 8, 12, 13, 14, and 15 Photography, Rogtert- Beaubien

Figure 9 Photography, Lindsey Lampp

Figure 19 Photography, Robin Simmons
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